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CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
HOLISTIC APPROACH FOR A HAPPY HEART AND ARTERIES

Your heart and blood vessels help supply you with your very lifeblood. They pump around 
the oxygen that keeps you alive. They distribute the vitamins, minerals, fluids, proteins 
and other substances you need for every function in your body to keep working. They 
circulate hormones that direct many of these functions, and help detoxify and carry 
away waste products and toxins.

Your heart is also interrelated with other systems in your body through chemical and 
electrical interactions. Hormones released by your heart, for example, regulate the 
activity of your kidneys, which in turn affects blood pressure in your arteries. Also 
your heart has the largest electromagnetic field of all your organs1 and therefore 
has a broader sphere of influence and interaction than we often give it credit for.

The good news is that the number of deaths from heart disease in the UK has 
more than halved since the 1960s.2 However, it’s still the no.1 killer out of 
all diseases including cancer3, and so we all need to make sure we are 
taking the very best care of our most important organ, our heart.
Fortunately there is a lot we can do to nourish and protect our hearts and 
blood vessels with good diet, well-chosen supplements and a lifestyle that 
helps to manage stress levels and that brings more joy.

CARDIOVASCULAR 
COMPLAINTS
The cardiovascular system comprises the heart 
and blood vessels. The blood vessels include 
your arteries, which carry blood away from the 
heart, veins, which mostly carry blood towards 
the heart, and capillaries, which are the tiniest, 
thinnest blood vessels where these two systems 
meet. The heart pumps blood around the arteries, 
but its influence over the veins is small. The veins 
rely on a valve system and the movement created 
by breathing and exercise to keep blood flowing 
smoothly.

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) includes 
atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis, stroke, heart 
attack, high blood pressure (hypertension) and 
atrial fibrillation. We’ll look at all of these, how 
and why they are thought to occur and how to 
give the heart and blood vessels the very 
best support.

HIgH BLOOD PRESSURE
It is actually the kidneys that are responsible 
for regulating blood pressure. They help to 
monitor the pressure and adjust the levels of fluid 
coursing around the veins accordingly. They do 
this with the help of hormones that either trigger 
the release of more sodium from the blood into 

the urine, or instruct the kidneys to hold onto 
more sodium in the blood. As water always 
follows sodium, this directly affects fluid levels in 
the blood vessels. 

Once upon a time sodium would have been a 
precious commodity, and so our kidneys are 
easily overloaded with the amount of sodium in 
modern diets. This is why a low-sodium diet is 
often recommended for those at risk from high 
blood pressure. 

High protein diets may also put a strain on the 
kidneys. On the other hand, hydrating and 
alkalising diets with a good balance of minerals 
are often more supportive. So vegetable soups 
would be ideal, with perhaps just a very small 
amount of meat, fish or pulses. Adding some 
seaweed can also be very nourishing to 
the kidneys.4

At the same time, constriction in the blood 
vessels throughout the body can affect blood 
pressure. To address this one would need to look 
at reducing inflammation and tension, and a 
number of nutrients have been found to be useful 
here, including magnesium, coenzyme Q10, 
vitamin D, polyunsaturated fats in fish and krill 
oil, zinc, lycopene, L-arginine and L-taurine. 

You can find out more about the various 
properties of these nutrients below, including the 
anti-inflammatory effects of vitamin D and krill 

oil, and how lycopene, L-arginine and L-taurine 
stimulate nitric oxide production to help dilate the 
blood vessels.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND 
PALPITATIONS – BE STILL 
MY BEATINg HEART
We shall also see below how stress and acidity can 
lead to a situation where the tissue cells hold onto 
calcium and become depleted of magnesium.

This magnesium/calcium balance has a specific 
effect on the heart because the heart is a giant 
muscle. Muscles need calcium to contract and 
magnesium to relax. So a lack of magnesium, 
and calcium dominance at cellular level, is often 
at least partially behind the jittering heartbeat 
patterns in arrhythmia and atrial fibrillation.5 

Canadian researchers found that magnesium 
supplementation controlled heart rate in 84% 
of patients.6

Anti-inflammatory EPA and DHA in fish and krill oil 
have also been shown to have a beneficial effect 
on atrial fibrillation. A study of 3326 mature men 
and women showed that those with higher levels 
of DHA and polyunsaturated fatty acids in general 
were less likely to develop atrial fibrillation.
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ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND 
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
Arteriosclerosis means hardening of the arteries, 
and this can happen anywhere in the body, 

sometimes as a result of high blood pressure 
which puts continual strain on the artery walls. 
The arteries become inflexible and lose their 
integrity.

Atherosclerosis is when plaque starts to build up 
on these hardened arteries. The plaque is formed 
of cholesterol and calcium, so high cholesterol 
levels have until recently been blamed for this. 
You can find an Updated guide to Cholesterol 
below, where you can review the latest research 
and theories.

STROKE AND HEART ATTACK
Where the blood vessels are damaged in this 
way, blood clots can form – just as they would 
at any injury site. Such a blood clot, called an 
embolus or thrombus, might break away, travel 
in the blood for a distance and then block up 
arteries like clumps of food might block up the 
plumbing under your sink. This is then called an 
embolism or thrombosis.

Where this happens in the area of the heart, 
blood flow to a part of the heart will be cut 

off and the tissue there will die. This is what 
happens during a heart attack. 

Where this happens in the brain, blood flow to 
part of the brain will be cut off and that brain 
tissue dies, causing an ischaemic stroke. TIAs 
are mini ischaemic strokes (transient ischaemic 
attack) where the blood supply is just temporarily 
cut off. 

There is also another type of stroke called a 
haemorrhagic stroke, which is caused by trauma 
to the head or high blood pressure rather than a 
blood clot.

Smoking increases the risk of ischaemic heart 
disease – in fact heavy smokers (40 or more 
cigarettes a day) have double the risk of light 
smokers (fewer than 10 a day). Stopping 
smoking has been shown to reduce the incidence 
of stroke to the level of non-smokers within 5 
years, with significant benefits after 2 years.7 

To consider how to prevent heart attacks and 
strokes, it would be useful first to review the 
research and theories on cholesterol

CHOLESTEROL – WHAT 
WE NOW KNOW
Cholesterol has been given a very bad 
name, and has been blamed for causing 
arteriosclerosis, atherosclerosis, heart attack 
and stroke. As a result, cholesterol tests have 
been popularised with the frequent advice to 
lower cholesterol and saturated fats in the diet, 
take cholesterol lowering medication (usually 
statins) and to switch to margarines and yoghurts 
marketed as being able to lower cholesterol.

However, scientists and researchers are 
increasingly concluding that this theory is 
wrong and the advice around it misplaced.

Cholesterol no longer seems to be the cause 
of cardiovascular disease, and although 
statins are known to be effective at lowering 
cholesterol, studies now show that lowering 
cholesterol doesn’t reduce the risk of CVD. In 
fact, for women in particular, it may be even 
more important to keep cholesterol levels 
moderately elevated.8 

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH SAY  
AbOUT CHOLESTEROL?
We seem to have a wealth of data, both from 
laboratory research and from large scale 
surveys such as the Framingham Heart Study.9 
This University of Boston study has been 
following thousands of men and women from 
Framingham, Massachusetts, since 1948, with 
the aim of identifying risk factors for CVD. 

This study is frequently quoted by governments 
and charities when talking about the need to 
lower cholesterol levels and eat a diet low in 
saturated fat.

However, new ways of interpreting results 
from the Framingham Heart Study have been 
emerging in more recent years.

Dr. Malcolm Kendrick, for example, in his 
book “The great Cholesterol Con” points to 
evidence from the Framingham Heart Study that 
lowering cholesterol levels increases the risk of 
death from CVD. He explains, “Women with a 
cholesterol level of five or even six have a lower 
risk of dying than those with a level below 
four.” The Lancet reported that statins didn’t 
benefit anyone over 69, not even men; in fact, 
there’s good evidence that they may hasten 
your death. The Framingham study in the US 
found that people whose cholesterol levels fell 
were at a 14 per cent increased risk of death 
from heart disease for every 1mg/dl. A massive 
long-term  study that looked specifically at 
cholesterol levels and mortality in older people 
in Honolulu, published in The Lancet, found that 
having low cholesterol concentration for a long 
time increases the risk of death.10

A 1993 meta-analysis of 35 studies showed 
that 27,918 patients had higher rates of 
mortality when their cholesterol was lowered. 
This astounding finding led the authors to 
conclude that “Population cholesterol screening 
could waste resources and even result in net 
harm in substantial groups of patients.” A 

Time is of the essence when it comes to 
identifying the signs that someone is having 
a stroke, and can make the difference 
between full recovery and permanent 
debilitating symptoms or even death.

The NHS and stroke organisations 
recommend the F-A-S-T system:

F acial weakness – e.g. difficulty 
smiling, drooped mouth or eye.

A rm weakness – e.g. difficulty 
in raising one or both arms, 
numbness.

S peech problems – e.g. difficulty 
speaking clearly or understanding 
speech.

Time – to call 999.

Other symptoms may include sudden loss 
of vision, dizziness, paralysis on one 
side of the body, problems with balance 
and coordination, difficulty swallowing, 
sudden and severe headache, blacking out, 
crooked tongue.

Even if symptoms appear to disappear, it is 
still important to call 999 in case the person 
has had a TIA or “mini-stroke”.

RECOgNISINg
A STROKE: 

F-A-S-T

AN UPDATED 
gUIDE TO 
CHOLESTEROL



PROS AND CONS OF A 
LOW FAT DIET 
So if cholesterol is less of a factor in heart disease than was once thought, do 
we still need to be focussing on a low fat diet?
On the one hand, low fat diets are often high 
in carbohydrates, especially refined flours 
in pasta, noodles, cous cous, bread and the 
refined sugars in low fat “diet” and “healthy 
option” foods.

A high carbohydrate diet may contribute 
to a number of problems including insulin 
resistance. The resultant glycosylation 
damages heart, blood vessel and other cells – 
fructose has this effect tenfold, so it may well 
be worth avoiding high fructose sugars such 

as corn syrup and agave syrup.
Finally, low-fat milk, yoghurt, cheeses and 
margarines may be structurally altered and 
nutrient deficient.

High fat diets, on the other hand, may put a 
strain on an already overloaded lymph, which 
is not only struggling in its role as part of the 
immune system but also acts as transport for 
most of the fats and oils we digest. This in turn 
may increase strain on the liver and kidneys.

When we eat any fats or oils, we need the 
liver to produce – and the gallbladder to 
release - good levels of bile to emulsify the 
fats, and lipases to be released in the small 
intestine to start breaking them down. So the 
liver and gallbladder need to be on top form, 
and there needs to be the correct levels of 
hydration, pH and temperature to produce the 
right enzymes.

Finally, we need to consider the quality of oils 
and fats in the diet. Are they solvent extracted 
or cold-pressed? Are they highly processed, or 
have they been carefully protected from going 
rancid, or worse? Not just trans fats but also 
poor quality cooking oils and spreads may be 
toxic and a strain on the body.

As is so often the case in nutrition, we need 
to find a healthy balance that addresses all of 
these factors, and this will vary from person 
to person.

much smaller sub-group of 5116 individuals 
decreased their overall mortality levels by 
lowering their cholesterol, which the authors 
put down to high risk factors for CVD.11

WHAT AbOUT SATURATED FAT?
Kendrick, alongside other authors such as Dr. 
Uffe Ravnskov12, also convincingly argue that 
there has never been a proven link between 
dietary saturated fat and cholesterol levels. 
This throws into question the use of triglyceride 
levels (the form in which saturated fats are 
transported in the body after they are digested 
and absorbed) as a marker for heart disease.

Hugely influential was the American 
researcher Ancel Keys, whose “Seven 
Countries Study”13 paved the way for the 
concept of the healthy Mediterranean Diet. 
Keys claimed that his studies proved a link 
between high intake of saturated fat and 
heart disease, and triggered a public health 
campaign to lower red meat, eggs, butter and 
lard. Subsequent researchers have plotted the 
same information but adding in a broader 
spectrum of countries, and have found the 
opposite to be true.

A large human trial called the Multiple Risk 
Factor Intervention Trial (MR FIT) studied the 
effects of lowering cholesterol and saturated 
fat consumption on men at high risk of 
coronary heart disease, alongside assistance 
with giving up smoking. Even though the trial 
succeeded in substantially reducing saturated 
fat and cholesterol intake, mortality from heart 
disease was virtually unaffected.14

A more recent trial of 351 hyperlipidaemia 
patients in Canada showed that a diet low 
in saturated fats does little to reduce 
cholesterol levels.15

In the meantime, however, at least one 
generation has been brought up convinced 
of the need to lower their cholesterol levels, 
and that the way to do this is by reducing 
saturated fat. It will take an incredible amount 
of re-education to turn those beliefs around, 
especially when so many governments, 
doctors, dieticians and nutritionists are still 
following Keys’ lead.

WHAT IS CHOLESTEROL? 
Cholesterol is a lipid-like structure that has 
many important uses in the body:

•	 It is present in every cell membrane to help 
keep each cell watertight and stable. 

•	 It forms the basis of many of your 
hormones, including oestrogen, 
progesterone, testosterone and cortisol, 
so that without it you would be unable 
to regulate your reproductive abilities or 
stress and inflammation responses.

•	 It is the primary ingredient in bile, which 
you need to help digest fats and oils plus 
fat soluble nutrients such as vitamins A, D, 
E and K.

•	 It is needed to help your skin convert 
sunlight to vitamin D, which is crucial for 
your health on many levels from bone 
density to cancer prevention.

In fact cholesterol is so important that your 
body has two ways to ensure it has enough. 
Firstly there will usually be some cholesterol 
present in diet, for example from eggs, fish 
and meat. Even babies get dietary cholesterol 
from breast milk. In addition, your liver 
synthesises additional cholesterol which it can 
make from any foods, as can the intestines 
and reproductive organs.

REGULATING CHOLESTEROL
This provides the means to self-regulate 
cholesterol levels very effectively. If there is 
too little cholesterol in the diet, then the liver 
and other organs will manufacture more. 
If there is too much cholesterol in the diet, 
then the liver will respond by manufacturing 
less. This will generally be the case except 
where there is a rare condition called familial 
hypercholesterolaemia.

In addition, vitamin D will help regulate 
cholesterol levels by breaking it down with the 
help of macrophages. Cholesterol can also 
be excreted via the bile into the intestines, 
where the bowel flora will then need to break 
it down to prevent it being reabsorbed. So it’s 
important to look after vitamin D levels, bile 
production and bowel flora health.

Vitamin D is hard to come by from diet and 
we make most of it from the sun – but only 
in summertime in our northern hemisphere, 
when the sun is at least 50 degrees above 
the horizon. The necessary UVB rays are 
otherwise reflected back from the ozone layer, 
and can also be blocked by cloud cover, 
precipitation, pollution, glass, clothing, dark skin 
and sun screens. Much of the time vitamin D 
supplementation would seem to be a good idea.

Bile, which helps to excrete excess cholesterol, 
is produced in the liver and then stored in the 
gallbladder, being periodically released into 
the intestines to help digest fats and oils. For 
bile production and release to be successful, the 
liver and gallbladder both need to be in good 
condition and not overloaded with toxicity.

Finally we need healthy bowel flora to help 
break down cholesterol, and for this it is useful 
to keep stress levels low, and the body’s pH 
in balance. By keeping the cells sufficiently 
alkaline, they can produce the substances that 
keep the intestines slightly acidic and so create 
a great environment for bowel flora. So it 
may be advisable to build up vegetables and 
concentrated green powders, make sure levels 
of grains and proteins aren’t too high, and also 
to include small amounts of fermented foods 
such as sauerkraut, tempeh and miso.

If you have addressed these mechanisms 
for regulating cholesterol but your levels are 
still showing to be high, it may be useful to 
ask why your body believes it needs more 
cholesterol right now. New theories point 
to the protective role cholesterol plays in 
areas where tissue is damaged and/or 
weak. Before we look more in detail at that, 
however, let’s look at how the apparently 
different kinds of cholesterol.

“GOOD” CHOLESTEROL AND 
“bAD” CHOLESTEROL
Doctors often refer to “good” cholesterol and 
“bad” cholesterol, and talk about wanting to 
raise one while lowering the other.

“good” cholesterol is also known as HDL and 
“bad” cholesterol as LDL. Often unmeasured 
but also considered “bad” is VLDL. Actually 
the cholesterol in each case is the same. 
What differs is the form of transport and the 
direction it is travelling:
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•	 HDL stands for high density lipoprotein, 
which is a transport particle that carries 
cholesterol either to the liver to be excreted 
or to endocrine glands to be converted 
into hormones.

•	 LDL stands for low density lipoprotein, 
which carries cholesterol to cell 
membranes. If the cell doesn’t need any 
more cholesterol, then macrophages will 
start the process of eating it up.

•	 VLDL stands for very low density 
lipoprotein, which mops up triglycerides 
plus leftover cholesterol from bile 
production in the liver and transports 
them to the bloodstream. There each VLDL 
becomes an IDL (intermediate density 
lipoprotein), which is then either destroyed 
or converted into LDL. 

Ideally all of these lipoproteins play 
their part in carrying cholesterol 

to where the body needs it. 
Elevated LDL levels have 

been associated with 
cardiovascular disease, 
and this makes sense 
to the extent that this 
is the kind of transport 
the body would use to 
take cholesterol to blood 
vessel walls.

What we then need to 
ask is: why is the body 

carrying more cholesterol 
to the blood vessel walls? Is it 

simply a case of there being too 
much cholesterol around for the 

body to deal with, so it is dumping the 
excess in the arteries? Or is the body sending 
cholesterol there for a different reason?

NEW INSIgHTS  
AND THEORIES 

For some time now, scientists and 
researchers have been exploring 
these questions. In the past there has 
been an assumption that plaques are 
caused by excess cholesterol, and 
that by lowering cholesterol intake 

we can reduce the incidence of heart 
attacks and strokes.

New insights are helping us to delve a 
little deeper. What if the cholesterol is there 

for a reason? Bearing in mind that a major 
role of cholesterol is in keeping cells water 
tight and maintaining their integrity, could it 
be that the cholesterol in arterial plaque is 
attempting to protect blood vessel walls that 
are lacking in integrity already?

Picture an artery with blood pulsing through it at 
every heartbeat. In some places, the artery is 

damaged or malnourished, and the pulsing 
puts more pressure on those areas. If 
blood pressure is high, then there will be 
even more stretching involved. Fearing 
that the damaged blood vessel wall 
will rupture under the pressure, the 
body sends reinforcements: a plaster 
cast in the form of arterial plaque. 
In the short term, that plaque will be 
keeping the person alive.

The risk of strokes and heart attacks has 
increased, but for now that person is still 
breathing.

This makes sense when you realise that 
plaque never forms in arteries as they pass 
through bony structures. The bones already 
provide an outer protective barrier to stop the 
artery ballooning and rupturing. 

THE CALCIUM CONNECTION
Other researchers are looking closely at the 
role of calcification. In fact, plaque is usually 
made up of around 3% cholesterol and 
around 50% calcium. Think of the limescale 
that furs up your kettle and leaves hardened 
deposits around your taps and plug, 
especially in hard water areas. 

Where this happens in the aorta, the main 
blood vessel connected to the heart, this 
immediately puts pressure on the heart as it 
needs to beat harder to combat the lack of 
elasticity here. This may contribute to high 
blood pressure and coronary events, and so is 
not an ideal situation.

Again, is this a short term protective measure, 
or is excess calcium being dumped into the 
tissue here?

According to Seely, who published the review 
“Is calcium excess in western diet a major 
cause of arterial disease”, there is no increase 
in blood pressure in the elderly in countries 
where calcium intake is low.16

A recent report also made the link between 
calcium supplementation and a 30% higher 
risk of heart disease.17, 18

There are many variable factors involved 
here. Firstly, the form of calcium and how 
well absorbed and utilised it is in the body. 
Calcium carbonate in many supplements, 
for example, is simply chalk, and is 
therefore poorly absorbed and behaves less 
dynamically in the body. Calcium carbonate 
may therefore be more likely to end up as a 
deposit somewhere rather than performing a 
more useful seeming function.

Secondly, it is important to have accompanying 
levels of magnesium, vitamin D, vitamin K and 
other co-factors to help with calcium absorption 
and placement. This is why green leafy 
vegetables, nuts and seeds are actually a better 
source of calcium than dairy. In fact, countries 
with the highest dairy intake also have the 
worst levels of osteoporosis.

Thirdly, the body seems to send calcium 
to tissue cells where there is excess acidity 
that needs buffering. Calcium can be seen 
as the white knight galloping to the aid of 
compromised tissue cells.

Calcium’s main role, aside from bone and 
teeth formation, is to contract muscles, 
including the body’s largest muscle: the 
heart. Each heartbeat requires calcium, so 
there needs to be a good available supply 
in the blood. The calcium in the blood is not 
therefore in a position to be galloping off 
anywhere or getting tied up in arterial plaque. 
The calcium that forms arterial plaque needs 
to be coming from somewhere else: the bones 
and teeth.



SO IF ARTERIAL PLAQUE IS ACTING TO PROTECT 
DAMAGED ARTERY WALLS, WHAT IS CAUSING 
THE DAMAGE IN THE FIRST PLACE?

This is the kind of question all holistic 
practitioners should be asking: what is the 
underlying reason for symptoms? Sometimes 
the answer may be clear and simple, but often 
there are several factors contributing to a similar 
outcome.

In this case there is a variety of possible 
reasons why the artery walls may be damaged 
and in need of reinforcement. These include 
inflammation caused by oxidisation of LDL, 
inflammation caused by apoptosis (local cell 
death), systemic inflammation, damage to the 
blood vessels by toxins, malnutrition, acidity and 
high blood pressure.

INFLAMMATION
The current trend is to blame atherosclerosis on 
oxidised LDL cholesterol. Researchers explain 
that oxidised LDLs somehow stimulate an 
inflammatory response in the arterial wall that 

leads to plaque forming.20, 21

This is one of the main reasons 
that so much focus is given 
to antioxidants, such as 
vitamins C and E and 
coenzyme Q10, for heart 
disease prevention. The 
theory is that we need more 
antioxidants to mop up free 

radicals so that the LDL 
isn’t oxidised in the 

first place.

Many have begun 
to doubt this 
theory, however, 
and a 2005 
review of research 
so far concludes: 
“Direct evidence 
that oxidative 

stress in 
general,

and the oxidative modification of low-density 
lipoprotein in particular, is both necessary and 
sufficient for atherosclerosis has been difficult 
to find.”22 

So it appears that we are still unsure whether or 
not oxidisation of LDL is somehow involved, as 
we don’t fully understand the mechanisms – how 
or why this is happening. And we have already 
seen how the orthodox interpretation of statistics 
from the Framingham Heart Study, linking heart 
disease with raised cholesterol levels, has been 
brought into question.

A University of California study posits that 
apoptosis – the natural process of cells dying – 
stimulates a similar inflammatory response. We 
have a high turnover of cells, and as they die 
they release cellular toxins and waste materials 
that, unless quickly dealt with, may cause 
inflammation and damage to their surroundings. 
If the immune system is overloaded, then 
apoptosis could be problematic and create 
conditions of inflammation and damage to the 
arterial walls.23

Both these theories would go some way to 
explaining why smokers have a 60% higher risk 
of cardiovascular disease. The orthodox view 
might be that heavy metals such as cadmium 
and lead from cigarettes perhaps “use up” a 
lot of the antioxidants required to prevent LDL 
from oxidising; we might add in another view 
that these heavy metals create greater levels of 
toxicity in the cells, and/or overload the liver 
so that it is more difficult for the liver, immune 
system and routes of elimination to process and 
eliminate toxins.

Another 2005 article points to the role of 
leaky gut and systemic inflammation in heart 
disease. Krack argues that bacterial imbalance 
in the gut can translocate via an inflamed 
leaky gut to the rest of the body and create 
systemic inflammation. He also points out that a 
failing cardiovascular system would lead to an 
increasingly impaired gut, as the intestines need 
the nutrients and hormonal messages carried 
in blood vessels just as much as the rest of the 
body. So we end up with a catch 22 situation 
where inflammation and bacterial imbalance at 
gut level leads to systemic inflammation, which 
affects cardiovascular health, which in turn 
worsens inflammation and bacterial imbalance at 
gut level.24

ADDRESSING INFLAMMATION WITH DIET
Addressing inflammation may therefore require 
a multi-pronged approach, and as usual with 
naturopathy, the health of the gut seems like a 
good place to start.

The digestive tract likes to feel soothed and 
hydrated, so plenty of water, soups and broths 
are advised – remembering not to overload the 
kidneys with too much water. Two litres per day 
is usually adequate, not too cold, and drunk at 
intervals throughout the day.

In terms of diet, it would most likely be useful 
to reduce or avoid anything that is likely to put 
extra strain on the digestive tract, including 
highly processed foods, gluten, dairy, caffeine, 
alcohol, excess salt and sugar. The nightshade 
family – potatoes, tomatoes, peppers and 
aubergines – are also often responsible for 
inflammation due to their solanine content. For 
many, a heavy grain diet may be problematic, 
and any grains eaten should be well rinsed and 
soaked overnight before being cooked. Adding 
a splash of lemon juice to the soak water reduces 
the phytate levels, which frees up more minerals 
for digestion.

In general, a diet of fresh, home-prepared 
foods with a gradual increase in vegetables (to 
perhaps 60-80% of the diet) is useful for most. 
This would help create the ideal pH conditions 
needed for efficient digestion and a good 
bacterial balance.

Included in this might be a small amount of 
fermented foods, such as sauerkraut, tempeh, 
miso and kefir. It may also be useful to take 
a good quality broad spectrum probiotic 
supplement to begin with.

ANTI-INFLAMMATORY SUPPLEMENTS
Perhaps the most useful supplements for resolving 
inflammation are EPA and DHA (which can be 
found in fish oil and krill oil), zinc and vitamin D.

EPA AND DHA
In a meta-analysis of 11 trials looking at the 
effects of long chain omega 3 fatty acids such as 
EPA and DHA on coronary heart disease, these 
were found to reduce overall mortality, death due 
to myocardial infarction, and sudden death in 
patients with heart disease.25

A recent review of literature concerning 
CVD and osteoporosis shows a correlation 
between arterial plaque and bone loss, and 
in one study the bone loss was even shown to 
be in the same area.

In which case, the body is choosing to 
deliberately make plaque from calcium that 
is already being useful in the bones, and 
therefore not excess. There may also be an 
argument for excess calcium and cholesterol 
in the blood stream providing additional raw 

materials for plaque, but there seems to be a 
wider story here.

According to Warburton et al,19 damage 
to the endothelial cells that line the arterial 
walls is present before the plaque forms. Then 
calcium and cholesterol come along and form 
a kind of hardened plaster over the area.

So increasingly it seems as though the 
cholesterol is not to blame, but perhaps even 
part of a (short-term) solution.

A HOLISTIC APPROACH 
TO HEART DISEASE
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EPA and DHA are used in the body to create 
anti-inflammatory cytokines and other substances 
that inhibit the kind of immune activity associated 
with heart disease. A recent study showed that 
“EPA and DHA down-regulated the production of 
pro-inflammatory cytokines associated with the 
aetiology of metabolic syndrome, NF-kappaB 
transcriptional activity and upstream cytoplasmic 
signalling events.”26

Further studies over the years have looked in 
detail at the ability of long chain polyunsaturated 
fatty acids such as EPA and DHA to resolve 
inflammation throughout the body.27 28 29 30 Krill oil 
has come out on top in recent years as having the 
most bioavailable forms of EPA and DHA. Flax oil 
contains a shorter chain omega 3, alpha linolenic 
acid, which we are unfortunately very inefficient 
at converting into EPA and DHA. Vegan forms of 
EPA and DHA are available in supplement form, 
although concerns have been raised that their 
levels of DHA are too high in relation to EPA, and 
again, our ability to convert DHA to EPA may be 
too limited to make up for this.31

ZINC 
Zinc also acts similarly to counter inflammation 
through creation of anti inflammatory cytokines 
and deregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
and other substances involved in inflammation, 
as well as being an effective antioxidant. Zinc 
supplementation has been shown to improve all 
of this activity in elderly patients who had been 
deficient in zinc.32

A recent review of research concerning zinc 
and heart disease relates that zinc “appears to 
have protective effects in coronary artery disease 
and cardiomyopathy.  It seems that intracellular 
zinc is critical for a certain redox signalling 
pathway, and when certain triggers (such as 
stroke and heart attack) cause proteins to lose 
zinc, the heart can become damaged. In such 
states, replenishing with zinc has been shown 
to improve cardiac function and prevent further 
damage. Thus, the area of zinc homeostasis is 
emerging in cardiovascular disease 
research.” 34

VITAMIN D
In recent years there has been a flurry of 
research around vitamin D and its role as a 
gene influencing hormone. Much of this research 
has highlighted a correlation between vitamin 
D deficiency and heart disease, including high 
blood pressure, heart failure and stroke.36

A 29 year study of over 10,000 Danish men and 
women showed that those deficient in vitamin D 
had a 40% higher rate of ischemic
heart disease, a 64% increased risk of heart 
attack, a 57% higher risk of early death, and 81% 
higher chance of dying from heart disease.37

There are various theories as to what links the 
two, but vitamin D has now been shown to have 
a profoundly anti-inflammatory effect. At least 
two recent studies show detailed mechanisms 
for this. One followed 171 healthy Bangladeshi 
adults in the UK to track vitamin D deficiency as 
a risk factor for diabetes and heart disease. This 
study not only revealed an association between 
vitamin D deficiency and inflammatory markers 
such as C-reactive protein and MMPs (matrix 
metalloproteinases), but also showed that vitamin 
D supplementation can reduce these markers.38  
More recently, vitamin D has also been shown 
to counter the production of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines through upregulation of a substance 
called MAPK phosphatase-1 in human monocytes 
as well as bone marrow macrophages in mice.39 

MALNUTRITION  
AND STRESS
Inflammation and bacterial imbalance at gut level 
would also contribute to general malnutrition in 
the body, even in someone who eats a healthy, 
balanced diet.

In order for blood vessels - and the gut wall - to 
maintain strength and elasticity, they require 
the correct proteins and carbohydrates. They 
need to be well hydrated. They need a host of 
ingredients and co-factors including zinc, copper, 
iron, selenium and vitamin C. These are also 
powerful antioxidants, which may help to protect 
artery walls from damage.

In order for the cells that line the blood vessel 
walls to retain their integrity, they need the 
correct balance and type of lipids (fats and oils) 
and proteins, and they need the electromagnetic 
charge across the cell membrane to be strong. 
This charge is constantly varying as the inner 
and outer balance of electrolytes shifts, but a 
predominance of magnesium and potassium 
inside the cell will create a strong charge while 
also providing the ability to make more ATP 
energy “batteries” in the cell’s mitochondria.

Conditions of stress – long associated with heart 
disease – deplete magnesium and potassium 

and create a situation where instead 
sodium and calcium are dominant 

inside the cell and the charge across 
the cell membrane is weakened.

Stress and trauma also draw energy 
away from the digestive system and 

towards the heart and muscles of the 
limbs for short term rather than long 

term survival strategies – i.e. running 
quickly may suddenly be more important 
than digesting the last meal. Unresolved 
stresses and traumas keep the body 

fixed in this mode of response.

ACIDITY
Part and parcel of this whole picture will be a pH 
imbalance. When we talk about someone being 
too acidic, what we mean is that their cells are 
too acidic. If the cells and the blood have a good 
pH level, then all the biochemistry that takes 
place there from making enzymes to processing 
toxins can happen quite happily. At the same 
time, these slightly alkaline cells can create the 
acid needed for the stomach and rest of the 
digestive tract so that they can digest foods well. 

If the cells are too acidic, then all of this starts 
to fall apart. This leads the body wide open for 
leaky gut syndrome, malnutrition, poor resolution 
of inflammation, poor detoxification and 
elimination processes and more. 

This is a highly stressful situation for the body, 
and so it will do its best to buffer the acidity in 
the cells to keep them out of the danger zone. 
One of the body’s favourite mechanisms for this 
is to draw alkalising calcium out of the bones 
and send it to the cells. This again creates a 
calcium dominant and magnesium weak situation 
that affects the long term integrity of the cell wall 
– and so also the blood vessel walls.

THE HEART AS A 
MAgNESIUM-FUELLED 
MUSCLE
Remember that the heart is a giant muscle fuelled 
by magnesium, which is needed for ATP production 
in the heart’s many mitochondria. Muscles need this 
ATP energy to relax – be they heart muscles, leg 
muscles or the muscles in the blood vessel wall. This 
is one of the reasons why magnesium has been 
found to be useful for atrial fibrillation, and also for 
blood pressure and strokes.

A meta-analysis of 7 studies involving over 
240,000 participants showed that every 100mg 
increase in magnesium intake reduced the risk of 
ischemic stroke by 8-9%.40

There are several forms of magnesium available, 
one of the most bioavailable oral forms being 
magnesium citrate. Magnesium sulphate (Epsom 
salts) and magnesium chloride can also be 
useful transdermally, while other forms, such as 
magnesium oxide and magnesium carbonate, 
are less well absorbed. It is also possible to 
take higher levels of magnesium citrate before a 
laxative affect is induced.41



CO-ENZYME Q10
Also important for ATP production is coenzyme 
Q10, which acts as a transport mechanism for 
energised particles (electrons) to carry them 
safely to the ATP molecule. The heart requires a 
lot of energy and so has a lot of mitochondria, 
and therefore needs a great deal of magnesium 
and coenzyme Q10. So although coQ10 is 
important for almost every physical function, its 
role in preventing heart disease is the one it is 
currently best known for. 

Over 600 patients with chronic congestive heart 
failure were given either coenzyme Q10 or 
a placebo in a double blind randomised trial 
lasting 1 year. During that time, the number 
of hospitalisations in the coQ10 group was 
significantly reduced compared to the placebo 
group, as were incidences of pulmonary oedema 
and cardiac asthma.42

There are two main forms of coQ10: ubiquinol 
and ubiquinone. Ubiquinone can be likened to a 
full carriage of electrons that can be “emptied” 
and recycled into ubiquinol. Ubiquinol is like 
an empty carriage that can get to work straight 
away in the electron transport system. Ubiquinol is 
therefore the most often recommended form.43,44 

It is important to note here that statins work 
by inhibiting HMg-CoA pathways, and in the 
process lower levels of coQ10. So anyone 
taking statins might do well to consider a good 
coenzyme Q10 supplement. Statins have been 
proven to be effective in lowering cholesterol 
– but remember that lowered cholesterol has 
not been proven to reduce mortality from heart 
disease, and in fact the opposite may be true in 
many cases. In addition, the MHRA (Medications 
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency) 
has recently issued a warning that the side 
effects of statins may be increased when taken 
with amlodipine and diltiazem, medications for 
angina and high blood pressure.45

LYCOPENE
This vibrant antioxidant has recently been shown 
to have potential implications for reducing heart 
disease including heart attacks and stroke. An 
important study has demonstrated lycopene’s 
ability to increase flexibility in the arteries, 
improve the function of the endothelial tissue 
that lines blood vessels as well as to increase the 
sensitivity of blood vessels to a substance called 
nitric oxide.46

Named “Molecule of the year” in 1992 by 
Science magazine, nitric oxide is a powerful 
vasodilator, and its benefits include increasing 
blood flow, preventing fatty deposits from sticking 
to arterial walls, keeping blood vessel walls 
from getting too stiff and thick and generally 
preventing the arteries from narrowing. 
Lycopene is found in red-pigmented fruit such as 
tomatoes, peppers, papaya and watermelons. 
Cooked tomato and tomato sauces contain 
higher levels of lycopene than raw tomatoes, and 
sun dried tomatoes contain the highest levels. 
Lesser known sources of lycopene include red 
cabbage, asparagus, dried parsley and basil, 
and chicken liver pate.

GARLIC
garlic has long been associated with heart 
health, and it is now understood that a major 
contributor to this is allicin, the compound in 
garlic that makes your breath smell. Allicin is 
decomposed into polysulphides when you crush 

garlic and expose to the air while preparing 
further ingredients, the first step in many recipes. 

Then once ingested, the polysulphides come 
into contact with red blood cells and hydrogen 
sulphide is released. Researchers used crushed 
garlic, left for 15 minutes before using, to show 
that hydrogen sulphide relaxes blood vessels, 
reducing tension by 72%.47 This would explain 
at least one of the mechanisms by which garlic 
may improve blood flow and so reduce the risk 
of heart disease.

L-arginine is an amino acid found in beans 
(including soya), almonds, walnuts, oats and 
such cold water fish as salmon, tuna and 
mackerel. Its particular superpower here is that it 
converts to nitric oxide.48

There is a wealth of studies looking at arginine 
supplementation in heart disease. A recent 
meta-analysis of 11 such studies showed that  
arginine supplementation of between 4 and 24g 
daily lowered both systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure substantially.49 There have also been 
studies showing that people who eat nuts more 
than 4 times a week, or who eat more than 5oz 
nuts each week, are significantly less prone to 
heart disease.50, 51

L-taurine also stimulates the production of nitric 
oxide, and so also plays an important role in 
vasodilation and the health of the arteries. It is 
also involved in lipid metabolism, and helps the 
conversion of cholesterol to bile salts, and has 
been associated in a number of studies with 
lowering blood pressure.52

L-taurine is most commonly associated with heart 
health, however, and much of the body’s taurine 
is concentrated in the heart.

Again, there are countless studies looking at the 
mechanisms whereby taurine improves heart 
health. We now know, for example, that L-taurine 
is involved in electrolyte exchange, so taurine 
deficiency will have an effect on the flow and 
balance of sodium and potassium as well as 
magnesium and calcium in and out of the cell. 
We have already seen how crucial magnesium 
and calcium placement can be, and high levels 
of intracellular sodium are related to tissue 
inflammation, while high levels of intracellular 
calcium is associated with the death of heart cells 
– sufficient taurine levels may hep prevent this 
happening.53 In fact heart attack patients have 
been found to have low levels of taurine. 

SO IS RED MEAT gOOD 
OR BAD TO EAT?
It’s interesting to note that some of the richest 
sources of heart protective L-taurine and 
L-carnitine include red meat – precisely what 
we are told to avoid to supposedly keep 
our cholesterol down. However, as we have 
seen, our bodies have ways of regulating 
cholesterol levels (except in the uncommon 
case of familial hypercholesterolaemia), and 
in fact high cholesterol doesn’t seem to be 
the accurate marker for heart disease that 
we once believed. We shall examine some 
alternative markers shortly.

In addition, meat and eggs are an excellent 
source of coenzyme Q10 and a range of 
vitamins, minerals and essential fatty acids (if 
pasture fed) also deemed to be beneficial for 
the heart.

On the other hand, it is still important to 
remember that red meat, eggs and fish 
are acid-forming foods. At the same time, 
these protein-rich foods require a sufficiently 
alkaline environment in the cells to enable 
hydrochloric acid production for the stomach 
and bicarbonate production for the pancreatic 
juices, both of which are required for protein 
digestion. Simply put, the more you eat, the 
less you will be able digest them, the more 
strain you put on all your bodily systems.

So the key here is to eat small amounts of 
animal protein alongside larger quantities of 
alkalising vegetables. Much current research 
and opinion points to a dietary optimum of 
10-15% protein.
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Eggs, meat and seafood are all good sources 
of L-taurine. It can also be synthesised from the 
sulphur amino acids methionine and cysteine in 
the presence of vitamin B6.

L-carnitine is a known antioxidant, and a 
couple of interesting studies have shown it to 
be of benefit for angina patients, particularly 
in relation to exercise. One of these showed 
that L-carnitine supplementation helped angina 
patients exercise for longer before getting chest 
pains.54 A larger Italian study of 200 patients 
with exercise-induced stable angina showed 
that not only did the L-carnitine supplementation 
improve their ability to exercise without angina 
symptoms, but it also improved plasma lipid 
levels and cardiac function in general – in fact 
may of the patients were able to reduce their 
medication.55 

Red meat and tempeh contain the highest levels of 
L-carnitine, and moderate amounts in dairy, cod, 
chicken breast and avocado. Smaller amounts can 
be found in nuts, seeds, pulses, vegetables and 
grains. It can also be synthesised from the amino 
acids lysine and methionine.

MARKERS FOR  
HEART DISEASE
We have already seen how cholesterol and 
triglyceride levels are unproven causative factors 
in heart disease, or even a reliable marker. 

Scientists are therefore continuing to look for more 
reliable markers for heart disease, and have come 
up with some interesting alternatives.

One is a substance called ADMA, which inhibits 
nitric oxide production. As nitric oxide is so 
important for the healthy function of arteries, 
ADMA would seem like a good contender.56

Another line of research looks a leptins, a 
substance involved in fat metabolism which 
also correlates with insulin resistance. A West 
Scotland study of 1160 men over 5 years 
showed that leptin levels were significantly higher 
in those who experienced a coronary event. The 
study also pointed out that leptin levels correlated 
with levels of C-reactive protein, which is usually 
used as a marker for inflammation.57

Increasingly popular are tests for homocysteine 
levels as a marker for chronic disease including 
heart disease. Homocysteine seems to damage 
arteries by changing the ratio of collagen to elastin 
in the blood vessel walls, and this may well explain 
why elevated homocysteine levels have been linked 
to vascular dementia and stroke.58

Homocysteine is metabolised from the sulphur 
amino acids methionine, found in eggs, soya, 
sesame seeds, brazil nuts meat and fish. It needs 
to then be converted either into a substance 
called SAMe or into glutathione. Both of these 
are fundamental to good health. SAMe is a 
methyl donor that sparks off many chemical 
reactions that keep us going. glutathione is a 
detoxification enzyme that helps to mop up by 
products from much of this chemistry as well as 
toxins from external sources such as pollution.

If a person is unable to convert homocysteine into 
SAMe and glutathione, not only will the essential 
benefits of those two substances be missed, 
but also homocysteine levels will elevate and 
potentially cause damage to blood vessels.

HOMOCYSTEINE SUPPORT
In recent years it has become possible to buy 
supplements that specifically focus on reducing 
homocysteine levels by aiding its conversion to 
SAMe and glutathione. 

Such formulas usually include a substance called 
TMG (trimethylglycine or betaine) plus three B 
vitamins: b6, b12, and folic acid.

Human studies have demonstrated the ability of 
TMg on its own or in conjunction with folic acid 
to stabilise homocysteine levels.59, 60, 61 A study 
of 5522 patients with either vascular disease or 
diabetes and over the age of 55 seems to confirm 
the ability of a combination of B6, B12 and folic 
acid to reduce homocysteine levels.62

As with any biochemistry that needs to take 
place in the body, it is also crucial to get 
the surrounding conditions right, including 
temperature, pH, levels of hydration and levels of 
vitality in the blood and at cellular level.

Studies have not, however, been able to show a 
reduction in heart disease as homocysteine levels 
lower. Theories about this apparent paradox 
include that the studies involved have included 
damagingly high levels of B vitamins, so it may 
be sensible to opt for a homocysteine support 
formula with lower rather than higher levels of 
B vitamins. It remains the case that elevated 
homocysteine has been widely accepted as a 
marker for heart disease, and further research 
may well refine our understanding of how to 
work with this. 

EATINg AND LIVINg 
FOR A HEALTHY HEART

The first priority with any heart concern 
is to reduce stress. The more stress 
is placed on the digestive system, 
the more this stress and resulting 
depletion of nutrients may affect the 
heart. Most nutritional therapists 
and naturopaths will start by 
ensuring the diet is hydrating, 
alkalising and low in sodium, 
gluten, dairy, sugar, caffeine 
and other potential irritants and 
stimulants. It is worth noting that 
a low sodium diet has been 
shown to be effective not just 
for reducing blood pressure 

but also cardiovascular disease in 
general.63

It is also important to make 
time and space for eating, so 

that digestion can begin in a calm 
environment. This will enable the body 
to quieten the heart and divert energy 
and resources to the digestive system. 
Chewing food well and avoiding 
overeating will both also assist the 
digestive process.

It is usually useful to keep levels of protein low 
– perhaps 10-15% of the diet – and of high 
quality, such as organic and biodynamic 
meat and eggs; fresh, wild fish; soaked nuts and 
seeds; pulses that have been well rinsed, soaked 
and cooked. grains should also be kept to a 
low level of intake, and similarly well rinsed, 
soaked and ideally fermented before cooking.

Coconut oil is perhaps the best oil to cook 
with. It remains stable at higher temperatures, 
unlike most oils we are usually told to cook 
with, and in addition may have benefits for 
heart health. One researcher noticed that Sri 
Lanka, where coconut oil is the main dietary 
fat, has the lowest death rate from ischemic 
heart disease, and points to a range of 
reasons why this might be the case.64

At the same time, there should be a high 
proportion of vegetables of a variety of colours 
to help provide a vast array of nutrients and 
vitality – perhaps with a focus on red foods, 
as we shall see below. The most useful ratio of 
raw to cooked will vary from person to person 
and in different seasons and climates.



FIRE ELEMENT
In Chinese Five Element Theory, the heart 
and blood vessels relate to the Fire element. 
The energy for the Fire element is highest in 
summer, the colour is red and the energy is 
joyful, expressive and expansive.

Red foods are particularly supportive of 
the fire element, including red peppers 
and tomatoes (if solanine is no problem – 
be aware that this substance may create 
conditions of inflammation), red onion, red 
cabbage, beetroot, red nasturtium flowers, 
strawberries, cherries and raspberries. Also 
considered Fire element foods are venison, 
watercress and citrus peel.

An imbalance in the Fire element may result 
either in a grey lack of joy and vitality, or 
the opposite, where the fiery impulse may 
become explosive or energy scattering. So 
while boosting the Fire element, perhaps 
with red coloured foods, wearing red and 
embracing a spirit of creativity and outward 
expressiveness, it is also important to keep the 
heart centred and avoid overheating.

The Chinese recommend bitter flavours 
to centre and ground the heart – such as 
chicory, celery, artichokes and dark green 
leafy vegetables – and cooling foods such as 
cucumber and strawberries to avoid boiling 
over. All of this can be easily incorporated 
into dietary advice.

LIVINg THE LIFESTYLE
For a healthy heart, it’s all about reducing 
stress – physical, emotional and mental – and 
discovering more joy in life.

So it’s always a good idea to see if there are 
any outstanding issues that need resolving, 
anything that’s perhaps shutting off or 
hardening the heart. It’s also important to stop 
smoking, drinking too much, overworking, 
overeating, overworrying, rushing around – 
everything we do to fill up the gaps and avoid 
being present in the moment. Instead we can 
encourage more nourishing habits, such as 
eating well, breathing deeply, regular gentle 
exercise (such as walking, hatha yoga, t’ai 
chi or qi gong), regular meditation, following 
one’s passions, and a regular connection with 
friends, loved ones and nature. 
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SUPPLEMENTS TO CONSIDER:
It would be sensible to look at a basic supplementation regime of:

Amount taken:

OMEGA 3 OILS Perhaps 500-1000mg krill oil daily or 3000-
4000mg marine fish oil (take with protein)

MAGNESIUM CITRATE
Perhaps starting with 50-100mg daily 
and building up to 400-600mg daily, split 
between breakfast and lunch

COQ10 
(in ubiquinol form)

Perhaps starting with 30-60mg daily and 
increasing to 90-100mg

VITAMIN D Perhaps starting with 1000iu daily in capsule 
or spray form, increasing to 5-10,000iu

In addition, the following would all be powerful additions to 
the above basic regime:

Zinc citrate

An antioxidant formula including vitamin C, vitamin E and 
selenium

A broad spectrum probiotic formula

TMg (betaine) with low levels of B6, B12 and folic acid

garlic

Lycopene

L-arginine

L-carnitine

L-taurine

HEART NUTRIENTS AND 
FOOD SOURCES

Found in:

OMEGA 3 OILS
Fish, pasture-fed meat and eggs, nuts, seeds 
(note that the omega 3 oils in nuts and seeds 
may not be fully metabolised in the body)

MAGNESIUM Nuts, seeds, green leafy vegetables

COQ10 
(in ubiquinol form) Meat, eggs and fish

VITAMIN D Sunshine when sun high in the sky; fish liver; very 
low amounts in mushrooms and eggs

ZINC Pumpkin seeds, other nuts  
and seeds, shellfish

VITAMIN C Fresh fruit, parsley, raw onions

VITAMIN E Avocados, nuts and seeds

SELENIUM Brazil nuts, seaweed

OTHER 
ANTIOxIDANTS A broad range of vegetables and fruits

PRObIOTICS Fermented foods, such as yoghurt, kefir, 
tempeh, natto, sauerkraut

b6 garlic, cauliflower, cabbage

b12 Liver, fish, meat

FOLIC ACID green leafy vegetables

ALLICIN garlic

LYCOPENE Cooked tomatoes, red cabbage, asparagus, 
dried herbs

L-ARGININE Beans, nuts, oats, fish

L-CARNITINE Eggs, meat, seafood

L-TAURINE Red meat, tempeh

HEARTWARMINg MENU IDEAS FOR ALL SEASONS:
FIERY SUMMER SALAD HEARTWARMINg SOUP VENISON CASSEROLE
Chicory leaves, watercress, lettuce, 
celery, cucumber, avocado, artichoke 
hearts, finely sliced red cabbage and 
red nasturtium flowers, with a lemon 
zest, ginger and chilli flake dressing.

Beetroot and red onion soup with 
sunflower and rosemary pesto.

Slow-cooked venison with red onions, 
red cabbage, seaweed and kale.



Origins of Naturopathic Nutrition
Naturopathic nutritional medicine is an 
amazing holistic therapy that is rooted 
in many centuries of understanding the 
art of healing using food. Over 2000 
years ago Hippocrates (460-377 BC), the 
Father of Medicine, said ‘’Let food be your 
medicine and let medicine be your food’’. 
More recently Dr Carl Pfeiffer (1908-
1988), a pioneer in nutritional medicine 
observed that ‘‘with an adequate intake 
of micronutrients most chronic diseases 
would not exist’’. Nutrition is so often 
overlooked in modern medicine; orthodox 
practitioners usually suggest changing 
the diet as an afterthought to a medical 
programme, if they address it at all. 

Common sense tells us that nutrition 
should really be at the forefront of any 
health programme as ‘we are what we 
eat’! Naturopathic nutritional therapists 
understand how the myriad of nutrients 
within foods can support individual health 
requirements in the short and long-term, 
through bespoke programmes. 

The Evolution of 
Naturopathic Nutrition
For centuries naturopathic practitioners 
have placed strong emphasis upon 
regaining “balance”; healing being a 
natural process. These ideas led early 
naturopaths to speak of the “Life Force”. 
This concept expresses the idea that living 
organisms, including humans, have an 
inherent tendency to go on living to the 
limit of their age-span provided that they 
are not beset by various chemical toxins, 
infectious agents and/or radiation that 
damage cells and tissues. Long-term 

illnesses are seen as being caused by an 
accumulation of these negative factors. 
Organisms recover when these negative 
infl uences are removed or when the ability 
to heal the damage they cause is restored. 

Naturopaths recognise these three stages:
•  Reducing toxin exposure
•  Cleansing the body of residual toxins
• Repairing the damage 
 done by the toxins

Toxins can be recognised as external 
(food, chemicals, pollution, endotoxins 
produced by bowel bacteria) or internal 
(lactic acid and free radicals produced 
by everyday cellular reactions). 
Addressing the “toxic burden”, i.e. 
sum total of all the toxins that have 
affected the body, plus the accumulated 
damage from the past, is a key part of a 
naturopathic nutrition programme. 

Naturopathic medicine has been 
advanced and promoted by eminent 
20th Century naturopathic doctors and 
scientists, including Linus Pauling (twice a 
Nobel Prize laureate), Carl Pfeiffer and 
in more recent years Lawrence Plaskett 
and Jeffrey Bland. These naturopaths 
have enhanced our understanding that 
nutritional defi ciencies are far more 
common than is generally believed. 

Seminal work by Dr Lawrence Plaskett in 
1998 led him to ‘The Theory of General 
Chronicity’. This theory states that:

“The level of the toxic burden of the body, 
including the damage wrought by past 
toxins, constitutes the body’s 
level of ‘General Chronicity’ and it is this 
factor and the progression or remission 

of this factor that primarily infl uence the 
incidence of chronic illness”.

Put simply Dr. Plaskett suggests that toxins 
and nutritional defi ciencies reduce the 
biochemical competence (i.e. biochemical 
cellular processes such as producing 
energy) of our cells, which manifests as 
different chronic symptoms or conditions. 

The use of the term “Life Force” may be 
controversial today, but using the Theory 
of General Chronicity it can be equated 
to the “biochemical vitality” of cells, tissue 
or the whole person, which recovers 
when the intracellular structures and 
enzyme systems are freed from toxins and 
damage. Naturopathic medicine places 
great importance on biochemical scientifi c 
concepts about the living cell. This key 
understanding has shaped naturopathic 
nutrition training and practitioners’ 
approach today. 

Why is 
Naturopathic 
Nutrition 
So Special?

FIND A 
REGISTERED 
THERAPIST IN 
YOUR AREA
CALL THE FEDERATION OF 
NUTRITIONAL THERAPY 
PRACTITIONERS ON:

0870 3120042
FIND OUT MORE AT:
WWW.FNTP.ORG.UK

Naturopathic Nutritional Therapy 
in the 21st Century
Naturopaths see disease as arising from 
any aspect of the whole person, not just 
the orthodox view of largely treating 
a person’s parts. Naturopaths view 
most disease as multi-factorial, in which 
harmonious functioning of all aspects is 
vitally important. 

The American Association of Naturopathic 
Physicians defi nes naturopathic medicine 
as “a distinct system of primary health 
care - an art, science, philosophy and 
practice of diagnosis, treatment and 
prevention of illness”. Further, they say, 
“Naturopathic physicians are primary 
health care practitioners, whose diverse 
techniques include modern and traditional, 
scientifi c and empirical methods”. 

Naturopathy uses neither surgery nor 
drugs in assessment or programmes; 
dependence being placed instead on 
nutrition, acupuncture and many other 
complimentary health areas. Naturopathic 
nutritionists are specifi cally trained in using 
food and nutrients to holistically support, 
nourish and heal the body. Practitioners 
are skilled in diagnosis and treatment 
that is personalised and comprehensive, 
employing a thorough understanding of 
the biochemical working of the cells and 
body as a whole.

Naturopathic Viewpoint of 
Nutritional Requirements
Food supplements are used to great effect 
in naturopathic programmes to support 
specifi c areas that require extra nutrients 
over and above what the diet can provide.

There is a lot of confusing offi cial 
and semi-offi cial guidance. There are 
Recommended Daily Allowances (RDAs), 
Recommended Daily Intakes (RDIs) 
Reference Nutrient Intakes (RNIs) and 
Upper Safe Limits (USL). RDAs, RNIs and 
RDIs are offi cial attempts to advise on the 
least amount of each nutrient needed to 
avoid defi ciency. The RNI is defi ned as 
“an amount of the nutrient that is enough 
for 97% of the population”. Whilst this 
may seem reasonable, it does not help if 
you are one of the 3% whose needs are 
not met. It’s also clear that out of the 97%, 
not everybody will get equivalent amounts 
of the nutrient. This leads to sections of the 
population receiving defi cient amounts of 
key nutrients.

The USL seeks to answer, “How much is 
it safe to have?” USLs are derived from 

professional judgment, and sometimes 
these estimates are too close to the RNI. 
Of course there comes a point at which 
increasing intakes of any nutrient ceases 
to give any further benefi t and eventually 
there might be adverse results. However 
it is important to know what these levels 
actually are rather than an estimate that 
potentially deprives people of benefi cial 
supplement levels. 

These offi cial fi gures aim to avoid 
defi ciency, so that the majority of people 
will be protected from, say, scurvy 
(in the case of Vitamin C). Offi cial 
recommendations have also reduced over 
the years (Zinc, has been reduced from 
15mg/day to a current RNI of 9.9mg/day 
for adult men and 7.0mg/day for adult 
women). Most naturopathic nutritionists 
have little confi dence in government 
nutrient guidelines; whilst they might 
protect from defi ciency symptoms in the 
short-term do they really provide the best 
protection against development of 
long-term chronic illness?

Many factors come into play when 
considering the question of how much 
of a given supplement to take. Age, 
gender, smoking, drinking, dietary 
factors like tea, coffee or other nutrient 
intestinal absorption inhibitors such as 
wheat all need to be taken into account. 
Naturopathic nutritional therapists are 
trained to carefully evaluate all 
these factors in detailed 
professional assessments. 

Why Consult a Naturopathic 
Nutritional Therapist?
Nutrition infl uences physical, 
emotional, and mental well-being. 
Some foods will enhance well-being, 
others may have a detrimental infl uence. 
Anyone can tinker with the diet to make 

immediate short-term health improvements. 
Such gains are welcome, but they do not 
treat the underlying causes or prevent 
disease. Naturopathic nutrition uses 
foods, detoxifi cation programmes and 
lifestyle changes to eliminate toxins, 
thus stimulating the body’s own natural 
self-healing ability for long-term health. 
Nutritional therapists passionately believe 
in this focus on long-term holistic 
approach rather than simplistic 
symptom management. 

Naturopathic nutrition can be studied from 
diploma to degree courses. Therapists are 
members of renowned organisations such 
as the Federation of Nutritional Therapists 
(FNTP). It is a truly rewarding vocation and 
one that plays a huge role in empowering 
people to take control of their health.

 For more information on Nutrigold’s  
 ‘Nutrition and Health’ and   
 ‘Nutritionally Supporting    
 Disease’ course, visit: 
 courses.nutrigold.co.uk i
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Origins of Naturopathic Nutrition
Naturopathic nutritional medicine is an 
amazing holistic therapy that is rooted 
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art of healing using food. Over 2000 
years ago Hippocrates (460-377 BC), the 
Father of Medicine, said ‘’Let food be your 
medicine and let medicine be your food’’. 
More recently Dr Carl Pfeiffer (1908-
1988), a pioneer in nutritional medicine 
observed that ‘‘with an adequate intake 
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Why is 
Naturopathic 
Nutrition 
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FIND A 
REGISTERED 
THERAPIST IN 
YOUR AREA
CALL THE FEDERATION OF 
NUTRITIONAL THERAPY 
PRACTITIONERS ON:

0870 3120042
FIND OUT MORE AT:
WWW.FNTP.ORG.UK
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you are one of the 3% whose needs are 
not met. It’s also clear that out of the 97%, 
not everybody will get equivalent amounts 
of the nutrient. This leads to sections of the 
population receiving defi cient amounts of 
key nutrients.

The USL seeks to answer, “How much is 
it safe to have?” USLs are derived from 
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these estimates are too close to the RNI. 
Of course there comes a point at which 
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to give any further benefi t and eventually 
there might be adverse results. However 
it is important to know what these levels 
actually are rather than an estimate that 
potentially deprives people of benefi cial 
supplement levels. 
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recommendations have also reduced over 
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15mg/day to a current RNI of 9.9mg/day 
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have little confi dence in government 
nutrient guidelines; whilst they might 
protect from defi ciency symptoms in the 
short-term do they really provide the best 
protection against development of 
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Many factors come into play when 
considering the question of how much 
of a given supplement to take. Age, 
gender, smoking, drinking, dietary 
factors like tea, coffee or other nutrient 
intestinal absorption inhibitors such as 
wheat all need to be taken into account. 
Naturopathic nutritional therapists are 
trained to carefully evaluate all 
these factors in detailed 
professional assessments. 

Why Consult a Naturopathic 
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Some foods will enhance well-being, 
others may have a detrimental infl uence. 
Anyone can tinker with the diet to make 

immediate short-term health improvements. 
Such gains are welcome, but they do not 
treat the underlying causes or prevent 
disease. Naturopathic nutrition uses 
foods, detoxifi cation programmes and 
lifestyle changes to eliminate toxins, 
thus stimulating the body’s own natural 
self-healing ability for long-term health. 
Nutritional therapists passionately believe 
in this focus on long-term holistic 
approach rather than simplistic 
symptom management. 

Naturopathic nutrition can be studied from 
diploma to degree courses. Therapists are 
members of renowned organisations such 
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(FNTP). It is a truly rewarding vocation and 
one that plays a huge role in empowering 
people to take control of their health.
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Should you need a more detailed approach, or should you have any questions or
concerns that are not addressed in this article, you are always welcome to contact our
nutritional advice team on 0845 603 5675 (9.00am – 5.00pm Monday – Friday).
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